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Abstract:

Part of philosophy is to subject assertions to critical scrutiny, clarifying exactly what the assertion is saying, its implications, and thus its direct plausibility. The goal is to ensure clarity, logical consistency, and rational argumentation in order to arrive at reasoned conclusions. A common problem is that arguments have missing implied premises that, unless explicitly stated, are mistakenly assumed to be true. Here we subject conclusions made regarding the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic to critical scrutiny, revealing their implied premises so that these premises can be explicitly examined and refuted. Specifically, we refute the conclusions that “no one is protected until everyone is protected” and “population lockdowns are required to protect those at high risk of adverse outcomes.” In the end, we argue for the conclusion that “an Emergency Management principles based response to the pandemic, compared to population-wide lockdowns, offers a way to prevent more adverse outcomes from COVID-19, better prevent overwhelmed healthcare, and prevent most of the collateral damage to the wellbeing of the population that has resulted from the lockdowns.”
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Part of philosophy is to subject assertions to critical scrutiny, clarifying exactly what the assertion is saying, its implications, and thus its direct plausibility. The goal is to ensure clarity, logical consistency, and rational argumentation in order to arrive at reasoned conclusions. A common problem is that arguments have missing implied premises that, unless explicitly stated, are mistakenly assumed to be true. Here we subject conclusions made regarding the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic to critical scrutiny, revealing their implied premises so that these premises can be explicitly examined and refuted.

"No one is protected until everyone is protected."
The Chief Public Health Officer of Canada has made the assertion that, regarding the response to the pandemic, “the bottom line [is that] no one is protected until everyone is protected.” What this means is unclear, as the premises needed to draw this conclusion are missing. The premises implied in the report seem to be as follows:
(P1) SARS-CoV-2 can infect anyone of any age or demographic group.
(P2) SARS-CoV-2 infection can cause COVID-19 in anyone of any age or demographic group.

We accept these premises. Now we need to explicitly state why protection for everyone is required. One possibility is this:
(P3) COVID-19 in anyone of any age or demographic group can cause death.
(P4) Protection from this risk of death to anyone of any age or demographic group is required.

But there are still missing premises needed in order to draw the necessary conclusion and support the claim that this risk requires protection of all (P4), something like this:
(P5) This risk to anyone of any age or demographic is so high that protection of all must be a goal.
(P6) Similar risks to anyone of any age or demographic require protection of all.

But these premises are easy to refute. Regarding (P5), it is not the case that everyone is at similarly high risk. The risks of hospitalization, intensive care unit admission, and especially death are highly age dependent. There is an inflection point in the infection fatality rate curve at about the age of 70 years.3 The risk of infection fatality is lower than that from influenza each year in people under age 50 years.4 The risk of infection fatality in those age 60-69 years is highly dependent on underlying severe co-morbidities, including obesity, diabetes, dementia, chronic kidney disease, and some others.5 In Canada, over the first year of the pandemic 88.4% of deaths occurred in people age 70 years or older, and in the first wave the relative risk of death for those under 65 years was 100-times lower than for those age 65

---

and older. Regarding (P6), globally, COVID-19 over the first year was associated with about 4.1% of deaths, while motor vehicle collisions, alcohol use, tobacco use, fossil fuel combustion fine particulate matter pollution, and poor diet accounted for 2.3%, 5.1%, 13.7%, 14.9%, and 18.8% of deaths respectively. We don’t close down society in order to protect everyone from these prevalent causes of death. In fact, we accept those risks in order to exercise our Charter freedoms.

Maybe the premises need to be modified. We can replace the risk we are talking about with “long-COVID” instead of “death”. Some claim that 10% of people having had SARS-CoV-2 infection will have long-term symptoms of severe fatigue, breathlessness, and chronic heart disease. Consider these premises:

(P3’) SARS-CoV-2 infection in anyone of any age or demographic group can cause long-COVID.
(P4’) Protection from this risk of long-COVID in anyone of any age or demographic group is required.

Again, we require more premises to support the claim in (P4’) that protection is required, that is, we still need (P5) and (P6). But (P5) and (P6) can again be refuted. Regarding (P5), the incidence, severity, and duration of long-COVID are not known. Studies to date do not well quantify the severity and duration of long-term symptoms such as fatigue, breathlessness, ‘foggy thinking’, etc., making it difficult to interpret the actual impact. The highest rates of long-COVID are from crowdsourced online data where there is likely a strong participant selection bias. A recent large study found that app users who had detected COVID-19 cases reported symptoms (of unknown severity) at ≥8 weeks in 4.5% and at ≥12 weeks in 2.3% (of whom 43.9% had been hospitalized). A recent review suggested that around 30% of hospitalized COVID-19 cases have post-acute COVID-19 syndrome (of unclear severity); generously, this would mean that if <5% of cases are hospitalized, then <1% of infections are hospitalized (the number of infections for each detected case is usually up to 10-times higher), and if 30% of these have post-acute COVID-19, then at most 0.3% of infections end up with this syndrome. Most reports of cohorts with long-COVID do not compare to contemporary controls during the pandemic, controls who are often (in about 30% of people) experiencing social isolation, unemployment, loneliness, and anxiety or depression. Moreover, nocebo effects due to constant bombardment with reports of deaths and long-COVID in the press and

---


on social media, creating anxiety, fear, and negative expectations, may lead to at least some of the cases.\textsuperscript{12}

Overall, the likelihood of long-COVID symptoms of high severity and duration in people infected with SARS-CoV-2 (most of whom are either asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic, not requiring hospitalization) is not known, and likely low. Regarding (P6), it seems that the effects of motor vehicle collisions, alcohol use, tobacco use, and poor diet in causing severe disability from trauma, stroke, myocardial infarction, heart failure, and other sequelae must be far higher than that from long-COVID. Yet, we don’t close down society in order to protect everyone from these long-term sequelae.

We can modify the premises again. We can replace the risk we are talking about with “overwhelmed healthcare capacity.”

(P3”) SARS-CoV-2 infection in anyone of any age or demographic group can cause overwhelmed healthcare capacity.

(P4”) Protection from this risk of overwhelmed healthcare capacity in anyone of any age or demographic is required.

Once again, we still require (P5) and (P6), and these can again be refuted. Regarding (P5), the risk is highly age dependent, with most hospitalizations being in older people, and not children or young adults. Much of the risk is theoretical and based on forecasting (modeling); yet, forecasting of healthcare capacity needs for COVID-19 in the short or medium term has consistently failed, even when built directly on data for next day predictions.\textsuperscript{13} Most healthcare systems were not overwhelmed, including in non-locked-down Sweden, despite sometimes being stressed with high peaks of cases.\textsuperscript{14} We have more to say about this below in discussing premise (MP3). Regarding (P6), hospitals in many higher income countries are routinely over-capacity every winter viral season.\textsuperscript{15} Yet, we don’t close down society in order to protect everyone from over-capacity hospitals. We accept the risk in order to maintain our Charter freedoms.

Overall, we believe the conclusion that “no one is protected until everyone is protected” is not supportable by premises that survive critical scrutiny. Nevertheless, we accept that protection of those at high risk of adverse outcomes is warranted, particularly those age 70 years or older (with infection fatality rate rising above 2% at this age, and higher as age increases), and those age 60-69 years with multiple severe co-morbidities. Many of these people reside in long-term-care facilities, where infection


\textsuperscript{14} Ioannidis et al., “Forecasting”; Jasmine M Gardner, et al., “Intervention strategies against COVID-19 and their estimated impact on Swedish healthcare capacity,” \textit{medRxiv}, April 15, 2020. DOI: \url{https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.04.11.20062133} predicted “under conservative epidemiological parameter estimates” that the need for intensive care beds would be at least 40-fold greater than pre-pandemic capacity and at least 96,000 deaths would occur by 1 July 2020 without mitigation; Andrius Kavaliunas, et al., “Swedish policy analysis for Covid-19,” \textit{Health Policy and Technology} (2020) 9: 598-612 showed that by August 13, 2020 the number of deaths had been 5776, and the intensive care units were not overwhelmed.

fatality rate can rise to over 20%. Older people in the population, particularly those with co-morbidities, are those who are at high risk of adverse outcomes from SARS-CoV-2 infection. There is another question to address: could it be the case that these people at high risk cannot be protected unless everyone is protected?

“Population-wide lockdowns are required to protect those at high risk of adverse outcomes”

Population-wide lockdowns of combinations of many non-pharmaceutical interventions to “flatten the curve” of cases and deaths from COVID-19 were implemented in most countries, often in close succession of each other. The conclusion that these population-wide lockdowns were and still are required seems to be based on several implied premises.

(PL1) Lockdowns are highly effective at preventing the spread of SARS-CoV-2, reducing case and death rates.
(PL2) Lockdowns will therefore have a favorable cost-benefit balance.
(PL3) Lockdowns are the only highly effective way to prevent the spread of SARS-CoV-2, reducing case and death rates.
(PL4) Both reducing case rates and death rates must be the goal.

The problem is that each of these premises is false. Let us examine them one by one.

(PL1) Lockdowns are highly effective at preventing the spread of SARS-CoV-2, reducing case and death rates.

This premise has been assumed, and some studies have supported the assertion with various modeling assumptions. Part of the assumption is based on mistaking correlation for causation, with people observing waves of cases declining coincident with implementation of lockdowns in their own location. However, there are many studies that find the efficacy of lockdown non-pharmaceutical interventions to prevent the spread of SARS-CoV-2 are not at all clear. When comparing between country and state lockdown stringency and their COVID-19 case and death rates, while controlling for confounding factors such as population age distribution and density, life-expectancy trajectories, comorbidity prevalence, time from first COVID-19 death to lockdown, and other variables, there is no clear relationship. It is most likely that the efficacy of lockdowns has at the very least been highly exaggerated.

---

There are several possible explanations that make lack of lockdown efficacy plausible. For one, most people will take actions tailored to their own acceptable level of risk (and while continuing to carry out their essential activities) making the incremental effect of lockdowns very limited. For another, in the attempt to avert infections inside a system, lockdown restrictions in fact create forced congestion (and hence transmission) in other parts of the system. For example, congestion in lineups for access to grocery stores, in lineups for screening at healthcare centers and vaccination clinics, and in households where young people returned to live with their older parents and grandparents (due to unemployment or school/university closures). Finally, it is interesting that one of the strongest risk factors for COVID-19 hospitalization, admission to intensive care, and mortality has been physical inactivity, being a stronger risk factor than severe obesity, cardiovascular disease, chronic lung disease, chronic kidney disease, diabetes, or metastatic cancer. “Regular physical activity may be the single most important action individuals can take to prevent severe COVID-19 and its complications.” Yet, lockdowns directly cause inactivity, and therefore may directly cause higher rates of severe COVID-19.

**(PL2) Lockdowns will therefore have a favorable cost-benefit balance.**

This premise has not usually been critically examined by those who have imposed lockdowns. In order to impose restrictions on Charter freedoms it is necessary to perform due diligence, that is, to demonstrate that lockdowns confer more benefit than harm. There are many predictable and devastating costs of lockdowns that seem to not have been considered. Costs include those from school closures, disrupted healthcare, intimate partner violence, deteriorating mental health, loneliness, unemployment, adverse childhood experiences, and worsened societal inequality. Loneliness, unemployment, and adverse childhood experiences are among the strongest risk factors for early mortality, shortened lifespan, and development of non-communicable chronic diseases. Missing education has effects into adulthood on intelligence, teen pregnancy, illicit drug use, graduation rates, employment rates and earnings, arrest...

---


19 Allen, “Covid lockdown cost/benefits”; Lally, “Costs and Benefits in Australia.”
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rates, hypertension, diabetes, and depression.\textsuperscript{26} Missing school also causes food insecurity from missing school meals, loss of a place of safety, physical inactivity, lost support services for developmental difficulties, lost social interactions, and economic detriment to families from missed work.\textsuperscript{27} In higher income countries there has been a marked reduction in emergency visits for heart attacks and strokes, cancer screenings and diagnoses, and non-cancer surgeries, and increases in wait times for procedures, police reports and support line calls for domestic violence, opioid overdose deaths, alcohol consumption rates, tobacco smoking, suicidal thoughts, and depression and anxiety symptoms.\textsuperscript{28} The costs are particularly severe for disadvantaged populations, including in low- and middle-income countries where the sustainable development goals have been put out of reach.\textsuperscript{29} There are expected increases in the number of people living in extreme poverty by over 70 million, with food insecurity by over 83 million, having unsafe abortions by 2.7 million, having female genital mutilation and child marriages by over 2 million and 13 million over the next decade, children living in multidimensional poverty by 150 million, having death from tuberculosis, malaria, and HIV by hundreds of thousands, and missing vaccines for important infectious diseases for millions.\textsuperscript{30} The recession alone can be predicted to have higher cost than the benefits of lockdowns, even if lockdowns were to be highly effective. The argument about the effect of recession is as follows:

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
The wellbeing of the population is the ultimate goal of government: the goal is to maximize the sum of years lived by the population, weighted by the wellbeing quality (life satisfaction) of those years.\textsuperscript{31}

Government spending on services determines the population wellbeing and life expectancy: spending on healthcare, education, roads, transportation, sanitation, housing, nutrition, vaccines, safety, social security nets, clean energy, etc.\textsuperscript{32}

Lockdowns are a government public health policy: we should treat decisions on how to face COVID-19 in the same way as decisions are made about resources to apply to the treatment of cancer, diabetes, etc. At most, this cost is $80-100,000/QALY, and a more realistic number is $30,000/QALY.\textsuperscript{33}

COVID-19 deaths vs. the economy is a dangerous false dichotomy: it is about COVID-19 deaths vs. economic recession caused deaths.

We need to choose the least harmful of terrible choices.

When one does the calculations, as several cost-benefit analyses have done, even only considering the recession effect finds that lockdowns cause far more (at least 10 times more) harm to population wellbeing than benefit.\textsuperscript{34} Some have considered some of the long list of collateral harms from lockdowns described above, also finding that lockdowns cause far more harm than benefit.\textsuperscript{35} When one considers that the efficacy of lockdowns has most likely been highly exaggerated, the balance becomes even more extreme against lockdowns.

\textbf{(PL3) Lockdowns are the only highly effective way to prevent the spread of SARS-CoV-2, reducing case and death rates.}

This premise has been surprisingly little subjected to critical scrutiny. Many have called for a more balanced focused approach.\textsuperscript{36} In fact, pre-pandemic plans did not call for lockdowns, and did not


recommend them. This is true for reviews written by experts at the Centers for Disease Control in the United States, and the World Health Organization as recently as 2019.\(^{37}\)

We believe that the pandemic is better framed as a public emergency, not a public health emergency, affecting all sectors of society. This means that the process of emergency management (EM) is a better and highly effective way to respond, aiming to minimize the impact of SARS-CoV-2 on our society as a whole.\(^{38}\) A coordinating EM agency should coordinate requests from the Subject Matter Agency [public health] dealing with the direct effects of the virus, while also dealing with the indirect effects of the pandemic. Response plans should address not just one goal [controlling the spread of infection and reducing illness and death from the virus], but three others as well, including mitigating societal disruption by ensuring continuity and recovery of critical services, minimizing adverse economic impact, and supporting an efficient and effective use of resources.\(^ {39}\) Using EM principles, better priorities are clear.

First, protect those most at risk by separating them from the threat. Residents and staff of long-term-care homes should be placed in quarantine, with volunteer staff asked to work one-month-on and one-month-off living away from their families with generous compensation. This may be done in new larger facilities to reduce staffing demands. Seniors in the community with multiple severe co-morbidities require voluntary quarantine, either with plans for separate housing in temporary long-term-care-like facilities, or in-home quarantine with voluntary caregivers. This would prevent most deaths and challenges to hospital capacity, without lockdown of all of society.

Second, ensure critical infrastructure is ready for people who get sick. Building new surge capacity in hospitals, \textit{without} cancelling or delaying healthcare for diseases other than COVID-19, is required. Asymptomatic healthcare workers (even exposed or SARS-CoV-2 swab positive) can continue to work in hospitals with universal staff masking policies to preserve the workforce.\(^{40}\) Not closing schools will also help preserve over 15\% of the healthcare workforce from having to stay home with their children.\(^{41}\)


Well-planned voluntary re-deployment of retired and less-busy healthcare workers, and rapid on-the-job training of more senior student nurses and medical students would also help.

Third, the focus of response should not be based on fear. Governments should educate the public on the difficult trade-offs, real risks from SARS-CoV-2, and collateral damage lockdowns cause. With a focus on protecting people at high-risk of adverse outcomes, ensuring the medical system is robust to manage people with COVID-19, and informing the public its government knows how to deal with the situation, the shift to confidence will mitigate the societal disruption and adverse economic impacts.

Fourth, now that safe and effective vaccines are available, providing vaccines to those at highest risk can further increase their protection (and obviate requiring their separation from the virus threat), reduce healthcare surge demands, and reduce fear, without population-wide lockdowns.

Thus, we argue that protecting people most at risk from illness and hospitalization can be done without shutting down all of society, that shifting from fear to confidence in the response (although difficult) is possible and will further mitigate societal disruption and economic devastation, and that safe and effective vaccines for those at highest risk will contribute to protection, minimize healthcare surge capacity requirements, and improve confidence.

(**PL4**) Both reducing case rates and death rates must be the goal.

Readers likely recognized that we assumed this premise was false in suggesting the focused protection response based on EM principles. This response focuses on protecting those most vulnerable to adverse outcomes, while allowing the case rates in other age groups to be high. We believe that we refuted (**PL4**) in our discussion of “no one is protected until everyone is protected” above. To review the main points, the infection fatality rate is very low in children < 20 years (up to 0.003% in systematic reviews), and increases with age; but, even at age 55-59 years is about 0.32%. The infection fatality rate in those <50 years in Canada (likely <0.013%) was lower than for influenza in the USA (up to 0.016% in those 20-49 years in 2018-19). The median infection fatality rate of COVID-19 in those age ≤70 years of 0.05% is not much higher than that for influenza in those <65 years in the United States of 0.021% in 2018-19. We also believe we refuted (**PL4**) in the discussion above of “lockdowns will therefore have a favorable cost-benefit balance.” To review the main points, many of the adverse effects of population-wide lockdowns fall on younger people who are at very low risk of death from COVID-19. These include the effects of school closures, intimate partner violence, deteriorating mental health, loneliness, unemployment, adverse childhood experiences, disrupted healthcare, worsened societal inequality, and disruption of the sustainable development goals in low- and middle-income countries. Reducing case rates in younger people should not be the focus of a reasoned response to the pandemic.

**Objections Considered**

**Objection 1:** When refuting “lockdowns will therefore have a favorable cost-benefit balance”, we were missing some assumed premises.

Missing premises we can be criticized for assuming include:

- (**MP1**) The economic recession can be attributed to lockdowns, and would not have occurred without lockdowns.
- (**MP2**) Long-COVID patients with persistent symptoms will not change the cost-benefit balance against lockdowns.
(MP3) **Healthcare capacity will not be overwhelmed** if lockdowns are not used, or at least not enough to change the cost-benefit balance.

(MP4) **Variants “of concern” that are more transmissible and lethal** will not change the cost-benefit balance against lockdowns.

We will defend each premise in turn.

**(MP1) The economic recession can be attributed to lockdowns, and would not have occurred without lockdowns.**

The criticism makes the claim that without lockdowns people would still avoid businesses and therefore there would still be an economic recession in addition to all the deaths from no lockdowns. This seems very unlikely. Lockdowns involved direct commands to halt work, restrict travel, restrict the number of people inside dwellings and businesses, close factory floors, and stay-at-home. At the very least it is highly likely that the recession would have been much less severe without these orders.\(^42\) It is important to note that comparison of economic recession among countries is less informative on this point because, if many countries lockdown, in our globalized world of interconnected commerce with entangled webs of supply and demand even non-lockdown countries will be affected. Even so, it is interesting to note that non-lockdown Sweden is projected to have less gross domestic product loss in 2020 than the European average (-2.9% vs. -6.8%) and to be among the top three countries in the European outlook for 2021 and 2022.\(^43\)

In addition, the criticism assumes other unstated premises. First, it is assumed that no other response would occur if lockdowns were not implemented; however, we have refuted that claim above in the discussion of “lockdowns are the only highly effective way to prevent the spread of SARS-CoV-2.” Second, it is assumed that fear and anxiety would be what keeps people at home even if there were no imposed lockdowns. We believe this is related to the assumption that no other response would occur. In our discussion of a better response using EM principles, we stressed that the message to the public must shift from fear to confidence, and that this can be done using EM principles. It is interesting that many official bodies have come to the consensus that the lockdowns are largely responsible for the recession.\(^44\)


(MP2) Long-COVID patients with persistent symptoms will not change the cost-benefit balance against lockdowns.

The criticism makes the claim that long-COVID will be so prevalent and severe that lockdowns are required to prevent all infections. We believe we have defended this premise above in our discussion of “no one is protected until everyone is protected.” To review some main points, the incidence, severity, and duration of long-COVID are not known; a very generous figure is that up to 2.3% having COVID-19 may have symptoms lasting ≥12 weeks; many of the cases might be attributable to the loneliness, anxiety, and depression of social isolation and unemployment; and other cases might be attributable to the negative expectations (nocebo effects) induced by the anxiety and fear inherent in reports from the press and social media. Overall, the incidence, severity, and duration of long-COVID would need to be implausibly high to change the cost-benefit balance to favor lockdowns.  

(MP3) Healthcare capacity will not be overwhelmed if lockdowns are not used, or at least not enough to change the cost-benefit balance.

The criticism makes the claim that healthcare capacity will be overwhelmed, causing many unnecessary deaths that lockdowns would have prevented. This critique was discussed and defended above when considering “no one is protected until everyone is protected” and “lockdowns are highly effective at preventing the spread of SARS-CoV-2.” Here we will take a different tactic to defend (MP3). We believe that the criticism is based on several implied but false premises.

First is the premise that preserving healthcare capacity from being overrun is the goal of the response. However, we argued above that a better goal is to prevent the most harm to society as a whole. Of course, that includes attempting to preserve healthcare capacity, but does not aim solely at that goal. The magnitude of overwhelmed healthcare capacity would need to be remarkably high to change the cost-benefit balance in favor of lockdowns, assuming lockdowns are highly effective. Second is the premise that lockdowns are the only way to preserve healthcare capacity. However, we argued above that there is a better response option, based on EM principles, that can largely preserve healthcare capacity by protecting those older people at highest risk, and ensuring surge capacity and healthcare workforce. Finally, is the premise that it is not possible to develop surge capacity. This seems very unlikely. Surely increased capacity can be developed without shutting down other healthcare demands, and at far less cost than the government payments to lockdown-induced unemployed or unable to work people. Moreover, we suggest that there was ample time between the first and second waves of the pandemic to prepare healthcare surge capacity (without a plan to curtail other healthcare demands).

Thus, we argue that creating surge capacity for hospitals is feasible, without shutting down other healthcare needs.

(MP4) Variants “of concern” (VOC) that are more transmissible and lethal will not change the cost-benefit balance against lockdowns.

The criticism would claim that VOC are more transmissible and lethal such that they require a harsher lockdown response. There are several unstated premises here that we believe are questionable. First, that VOC are more transmissible. This is based on mathematical modelling, and forecasting in this

45 Lally, “Costs and Benefits in Australia.”

pandemic has repeatedly failed, making this suspect.\textsuperscript{47} Another study found that the course of the pandemic in the UK was not altered by the VOC B.1.1.7.\textsuperscript{48} Second, that VOC are more lethal.\textsuperscript{49} This is based on UK studies that used the same data on identified community cases, and had limitations, including that over 50\% of cases were missing from the analysis, only 9\% of deaths in the UK over the time period were included in the analysis, and the lack of adjustment for co-morbidities. Other studies find no increase in case fatality rate due to VOC B.1.1.7.\textsuperscript{50} Third, that lockdowns are highly effective at reducing transmission of the VOC. We already discussed that this is likely an exaggeration. Fourth, that lockdowns are the only response available. Again, we discussed this being false above; in fact, if VOC have the claimed 30-60\% increase in case fatality rate, this will mean that EM principles are even more important to protect the most vulnerable in the population without the costs of lockdowns (as there is no difference in the relative increased risk by age). Fifth, that vaccine will not be effective (enough) for the VOC. The efficacy of current vaccines to prevent severe COVID-19 for the B.1.351 VOC is unknown; however, some data suggests that T-cell immune responses induced by the vaccine may still be capable of preventing severe COVID-19.\textsuperscript{51} Emerging evidence suggests that current mRNA and other vaccines are highly effective at preventing severe disease from COVID-19 even for the B.1.351 VOC.\textsuperscript{52} Moreover, if vaccines are not effective for a future VOC, this will make EM principles even more important.

**Objection 2: How can so many be wrong about imposing lockdowns during this pandemic?**

This objection implies that something in our arguments must be wrong or misrepresented, because if it were so obvious there would not be so many countries imposing lockdowns to “flatten the curve”. We have attempted to defend each of our arguments with evidence, and believe this evidence has not been misrepresented. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to ask how we might explain that so many people all over the world did not do as we suggest, that is, develop an informed EM response to the pandemic that did not include population-wide lockdowns. There are several potential explanations for this phenomenon.

First, there are several cognitive biases deeply rooted in human psychology that impeded consideration of some of the points we have discussed.\textsuperscript{53} These biases include identifiable victim bias (hidden

\textsuperscript{47} Ioannidis, Cripps, and Tanner, “Forecasting.”


“statistical lives” are easily ignored), present bias (immediate benefits are preferred to even larger future benefits), availability bias (vividness of COVID-19 deaths captured attention), anchoring bias (we often disregard evidence that might disprove our own theory), escalation of commitment bias (we invest more and more resources into our set course of action instead of realizing losses), and prominence effect (we simplify complex tradeoffs by focusing on a prominent objective (e.g., security), and choose so as to obtain this, while non-prominent aspects are neglected). Second, there is a phenomenon sometimes called “crowd effects.” Charles Mackay wrote in his book “Extraordinary popular delusions and the madness of crowds”: “Truth, when discovered, comes upon most of us like an intruder, and meets the intruder’s welcome;” and “Men, it has been well said, think in herds; it will be seen that they go mad in herds, while they only recover their senses slowly, and one by one.”

Paul Frijters has described that we became united in crowds, acting together against a common threat, in a war against an invisible enemy that will be won, with a “disregard and disinterest on the part of individuals in the enormity of the collateral damage, either to their own kids, people in other countries, their own futures...” The parasite hypothesis, supported by evidence, finds that the “subjective perception of infection risk causes individuals to be more conformist, to prefer conformity and obedience in others, [and] to respond more negatively toward others who fail to conform....” These crowd effects may be considered a type of contagious mass hysteria, associated with fear, anxiety, and panic perpetuated by the media. Third, there is the phenomenon of “groupthink”, which is the tendency of groups to let the desire for harmony and conformity prevail, which can lead to poor decision-making and escalation of commitment. In this regard, it is interesting to note that lockdowns spread to about 80% of OECD countries within a two-week period in March 2020, and the main predictor of a country implementing lockdowns was the number of earlier adopters in the same region.

Objection 3: The number of deaths from COVID-19 without lockdowns will be so high that fear and panic will occur and destabilize society.

We believe we have addressed and refuted this concern when we discussed the flawed premises involved in the assertion that “population lockdowns are required to protect those at high risk of adverse outcomes.” In addition, there does not seem to have been reports of society destabilization in non-lockdown states (e.g., Florida, South Dakota) or countries (e.g., Sweden, Taiwan). Nevertheless, there is some truth to this objection in that any approach to the pandemic must start by controlling the fear and panic and shifting to confidence. This will be difficult. We discussed this above in the section “(PL3) lockdowns are the only highly effective way to prevent the spread of SARS-CoV-2, reducing case and death rates.” To repeat ourselves, there we wrote that governments should educate the public on

---
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the trade-offs, the real risks from SARS-CoV-2, and the collateral damage lockdowns cause.\textsuperscript{60} This can start with a focus on protecting people at high-risk of adverse outcomes, ensuring the medical system is robust to manage people with COVID-19, and informing the public its government knows how to deal with the situation.

**Objection 4: This is age discrimination.**

The objection would claim that singling out the elderly as at high risk and therefore being subject to lockdown in the EM response amounts to age discrimination. Moreover, using years of life lost as a metric in cost-benefit analysis also penalizes older people, and again amounts to age discrimination. The objection fails on two counts.

First, pointing out that the truly high-risk group is older people only emphasizes that this is the group that requires protection; from that, we can evaluate the best way to provide that protection, which turns out to be voluntary quarantine of older people. Prolonged quarantine of\textit{ all} groups is what has occurred now, and based on cost-benefit analysis this is what is unethical by causing far more harm to all, including the high-risk elderly. We can minimize the harm to all of society by protecting the vulnerable with their voluntary quarantine, \textit{and} protecting the rest of society from harm by allowing their ongoing activity.

Second, as Peter Singer has pointed out, “what medical treatment does, if successful, is prolong lives. Successfully treating a disease that kills children and young adults is, other things being equal, likely to lead to a greater prolongation, and thus do more good, than successfully treating a disease that kills people in the 70’s, 80’s, and 90’s.”\textsuperscript{61} When we try to stay healthy “what we are trying to do is to live as long as we can, compatibly with having a positive quality of life for the years that remain to us. If life is a good, then, other things being equal, it is better to have more of it rather than less.”\textsuperscript{62} It follows that we should count every quality adjusted life year equally, whether it is in the life of a teenager or a 90-year old.\textsuperscript{63} This was the conclusion of “The Fair Priority Model” for global vaccine allocation, where priority was given to preventing premature death by using an expected years of life lost metric.\textsuperscript{64} Martin Lally has put this point as follows, that not considering quality adjusted life years equally “implies that one would spend as much to extend the life of a person by one day (or even one hour) as one would spend to extend the life of a different person for fifty years... [If this] interpretation is correct, it would be perverse to do so. It would also be inconsistent with prevailing views amongst public health experts in Australia and elsewhere, in which the impact of health interventions on the residual life expectancy of the targets is estimated and converted to a monetary figure using a value per year.”\textsuperscript{65}
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To further make the point that this is not age discrimination, one can compare racism to prioritizing weighted years of life lost. In discrimination such as racism, where “no one who is black was ever white [and vice-versa],” we must take an impartial perspective from which we can see that it is in everyone’s interests to save lives regardless of race. In the current case, where “everyone who is old was once young,” there is also an impartial perspective from which we can see that it is in everyone’s interests to save the lives of younger people. In a thought-experiment, Peter Singer asks us to imagine that you have just become a parent, that at some stage in your child’s life she is likely to be infected with a dangerous virus, and that her chances of being infected and dying from the infection are the same in any year of her life. He then asks us to imagine that curative drug A, effective if <40 years old, and drug B, effective if >40 years old, are so costly that the government cannot afford both to be produced. Which drug should be produced? It is clearly contrary to your child’s interests to vote for drug B - this would increase her risk of dying before her 40th birthday; we vote for drug A in order to improve her chances of living a longer life.

One way to take an impartial perspective is to empirically aim to use veil-of-ignorance reasoning to adjudicate claims of fairness. In this setting, a fair distribution of resources is said to be that which people would choose out of self-interest, without knowing whom among those affected they will be. In an experimental study, participants were asked to decide whether to give the last available ventilator in their hospital to the 65-year-old who arrived first (already being “prepped for the ventilator”), or the 25-year-old who arrived moments later, assuming whoever is saved will live to age 80 years. In the veil-of-ignorance condition the participants were asked to “imagine that you have a 50% chance of being the older patient, and 50% the younger.” When asked if “it is morally acceptable to give the last ventilator to the younger patient”, 66% in the veil-of-ignorance condition vs. 53% in the control condition answered ‘yes’ (odds ratio 1.69; 95% CI 1.12, 2.57); compared to younger participants (18-30 years), older participants (odds ratio 3.98) and middle-aged participants (odds ratio 2.02) were more likely to shift their response to agree. In the veil-of-ignorance condition, asked if “you want the doctor to give the ventilator to the younger patient”, 77% answered yes, therefore maximizing the number of life-years saved rather than the number of lives saved.

Objection 5: The goal should be COVID-Zero.
The objection claims that the experience of Australia, Iceland, Japan, New Zealand, and South Korea, and sometimes also Taiwan, Singapore, and Hong Kong, suggests that aiming for zero COVID-19 cases should be the goal. Since these countries have relatively low case and death rates from COVID-19, and have had the ability to somewhat open their society, the argument concludes that all countries should similarly have this goal of achieving zero-COVID. This argument contains several assumed premises that fail critical scrutiny.

First, again there is the assumption that low case and death rates were causally due to swift and harsh lockdowns implemented for long enough to suppress transmission, and thus elimination is achievable elsewhere. We refuted this claim above when discussing “Lockdowns are highly effective at preventing
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the spread of SARS-CoV-2.” Interestingly, these countries had lower (and variable) severity of population lockdowns than most other countries, and their “success” was almost certainly due to other factors. Some factors may include the East-Asian culture of mask wearing and not shaking hands, possible higher pre-existing cross-immunity, seasonality, and, most importantly, that these countries are islands that could therefore strictly close their international borders (that do not have essential land-based supply chains). Other countries, provinces, and countries cannot choose to be islands.

Second is the assumption that, even if achievable (by what would be very prolonged lockdowns for countries where there are already many thousands of SARS-CoV-2 infections), the cost-benefit ratio of achieving zero-COVID is favorable. We refuted this claim above when discussing “Lockdowns will therefore have a favorable cost-benefit balance.” Cost-benefit analyses in Australia and New Zealand find that the balance has been very far from favorable to lockdowns. The Institute of Public Affairs in Australia wrote that elimination is “indulgent utopian theorizing by a small group of elites who are divorced from the lived experience of mainstream Australians... [it] means zero jobs, zero freedom, and zero hope.”

Third is the assumption that there is an exit strategy from zero-COVID. Oliu-Barton et al. wrote that “countries that opt to live with the virus will likely pose a threat to other countries [that adopt zero-COVID],” aptly (and ominously) describing the problem. These countries closed borders only to find themselves sequestered from “a world where the virus is endemic and will remain so for the foreseeable future.” They face the continual and unpredictable threat of sudden lockdown for any sporadic breakthrough cases. One potential exit strategy from border closures would be to achieve herd immunity from extensive population vaccination. But vaccine immunity is not lifelong (as demonstrated by natural immunity not being so) and would require repeated booster vaccines, no vaccine is yet proven safe for children, there are limited vaccine supplies and poor vaccine uptake, and there is the possibility of future variants that evade vaccine. The zero-tolerance due to fear, sunk-cost bias (not wanting to face that previous efforts have been wasted), and loss-aversion (caring more about avoiding losses from COVID than about gains from living with the virus), have painted these countries into a corner, being unwilling to accept any risk of letting the SARS-CoV-2 in.
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The most likely pandemic outcome is that SARS-CoV-2 will be an endemic virus, similar to other seasonal Coronaviruses. Once initial herd immunity is achieved through natural infections in the least vulnerable, and vaccines in the most vulnerable, there will be high protection from severe COVID-19. At that point, maintenance of herd immunity may be established through natural infections, with first infections occurring mostly in children who have a very low risk (lower than from seasonal Influenza viruses) of adverse outcomes. Until then, emergency management principles remain the best approach, lockdowns remain a misguided and very costly approach, and elimination remains impossible.

**Objection 6: What if we are wrong?**
We admit that any empirical data is open to change as more data accumulates. It is possible that more data will find some of our arguments to be based on inaccurate premises. It is possible that a new variant will emerge that causes markedly more severe outcomes to younger people. To this we respond with a few points. First, given all the collateral damage effects discussed above, it is unlikely the cost-benefit balance would shift to favor lockdowns. Second, this is even more unlikely when using EM principles. Part of EM is to continuously re-evaluate the information available from a diverse group of experts, and modify responses as necessary. Third, with the vaccines becoming available the risk to all population groups will likely keep falling as more can be vaccinated over time. If new vaccines for new variants become needed, the now established platforms used for vaccine production may be quickly used to develop modified vaccines.

**What has not been discussed here.**
It is worth pointing out what debates we have not engaged in here. First, we make no comment on the need for community mask use. Although the evidence for the use of masks to prevent transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in the community is of low quality at best, we are not making any anti-masking argument. Second, we strongly support the widespread use of currently licensed vaccines for those at high risk of adverse outcomes from SARS-CoV-2. Although ongoing post-marketing studies will clarify any potential longer-term risks from vaccines, we are not making any anti-vaccine argument. Third, we do not engage with the debate on diagnostic polymerase chain reaction (PCR) testing thresholds. We acknowledge that if the test is too sensitive (i.e., a diagnosis being made at high cycle threshold) this can misinform individual isolation decisions (i.e., viable virus is likely no longer present at higher cycle thresholds). We also acknowledge that the specificity of the test is not 100%, with a non-zero, likely <1% false positive rate particularly at higher cycle thresholds, which in contact-tracing studies can result in an over-estimated risk of asymptomatic transmission (upon which much of the theory of lockdowns is based). We are not making any anti-PCR testing argument. Fourth, we are saddened by the immense morbidity and mortality caused by this virus, and do not in any way wish to minimize the importance of this. We
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are aiming to infer, based on argument, the best response to this tragedy in order to minimize the impact on all of us, now and into the future.

Conclusions
We have subjected the conclusions (made during the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic) that “no one is protected until everyone is protected” and “population lockdowns are required to protect those at high risk of adverse outcomes” to critical scrutiny. We find these conclusions are based on premises that can be refuted. While this does not definitely disprove the conclusions, it shows that the best premises we believe are on offer to support the conclusions are false. However, we did gesture at a better conclusion that we explicitly state here:

(C) An EM principles based response to the pandemic, compared to population-wide lockdowns, offers a way to prevent more adverse outcomes from COVID-19, better prevent overwhelmed healthcare, and prevent most of the collateral damage to the wellbeing of the population that has resulted from the lockdowns.

This is based on several premises, the evidence for which we have discussed above.

(P1) Older people in the population, particularly those with co-morbidities, are those who are at high risk of adverse outcomes from SARS-CoV-2 infection.
(P2) Protecting these people from illness and hospitalization can be done, without shutting down all of society.
(P3) Creating surge capacity for hospitals is feasible, without shutting down other healthcare needs.
(P4) Shifting from fear to confidence in the response, although difficult, is possible, and will further mitigate societal disruption and economic devastation.
(P5) Safe and effective vaccines for those at highest risk contribute to protection, minimize surge healthcare capacity requirements, and improve confidence.

We hope for this alternative response.